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Introduction of Senate Bills
1

Provides for an experience study. (6/30/20)
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEE RETPRICESB

2
Provides for optional membership for persons first hired at a certain age, with additional restrictions.
(7/1/20)

TEACHERS RETIREMENTMILLS, FREDSB

3
Adds Morgan City and Berwick housing authorities to system membership. (2/3-CA10s29(F)) (6/30/20)

STATE EMPLOYEE RETALLAINSB

4
Provides for the distribution of fees collected from the "Save the Honeybee" prestige license plate. (gov
sig)

FEES/LICENSES/PERMITSMIZELLSB

5
Authorizes the board to deduct certain monthly insurance premiums from benefits payable to members or
other beneficiaries. (6/30/20)

MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEE RETPRICESB

6
Clarifies terminology. (6/30/20)

MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEE RETPRICESB

7
Provides relative to benefit payments. (6/30/20)

MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEE RETPRICESB

8
Provides for definitions, including "employer" and "earnable compensation".  (6/30/2020)

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS RETPEACOCKSB

9
Provides for membership in the system. (2/3-CA 10s29(F)) (6/30/20)

PAROCHIAL EMPLOYEES RETALLAINSB

10
Provides for disability retirement. (2/3 - CA10s29(F)) (6/30/20)

STATE EMPLOYEE RETPEACOCKSB

11
Provides for the reemployment of retirees. (gov sig)

STATE POLICE RETIREMENTJOHNSSB

12
Provides relative to safety belts. (8/1/20)

TRAFFICHEWITTSB

13
Prohibits insurance rate determinations based on risks classified by the gender of an insured over the
age of twenty-five. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE RATESLUNEAUSB

14
Prohibits insurance rate determinations based on risks classified by the insured's credit score/rating.
(8/1/20)

INSURANCE RATESLUNEAUSB

15
Prohibits insurance rate determinations based on risks classified due to the fact that the insured is a
widow or widower. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE RATESLUNEAUSB

16
Prohibits insurance rate determinations based on risk classifications due to the fact that the insured is
deployed in the military in excess of six months. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE RATESLUNEAUSB

17
Provides for membership. (2/3 - CA10s29(F)) (6/30/20)

TEACHERS RETIREMENTPEACOCKSB

18
Provides relative to retirement eligibility for certain members of state retirement systems. (6/30/20)

RETIREMENT SYSTEMSPEACOCKSB

19
Provides for state and statewide retirement systems. (6/30/20)

RETIREMENT SYSTEMSPEACOCKSB

20
Provides benefits for members hired on or after January 1, 2021. (6/30/20)

FIREFIGHTERS RETIREMENTPEACOCKSB
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21
Provides relative to public retirement systems. (6/30/20)

RETIREMENT SYSTEMSPEACOCKSB

22
Provides relative to the appointment and Senate confirmation of the state superintendent of education.
(gov sig)

SUPERINTENDENT OF EDLUNEAUSB

23
Provides for activities of certain entities or organizations involved in extracurricular student athletic
activities which receive more than fifty percent of funding from public schools. (8/1/20)

AMUSEMENTS/SPORTSPEACOCKSB

24
Prohibits membership in, and participation in competition sponsored by, an intrastate extracurricular
athletic association or organization that does not provide equal opportunity to students to participate in
sports by age, year of attendance, or gender. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSPEACOCKSB

25
Provides relative to the Ducks Unlimited special prestige license plate. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESMORRIS, JAYSB

26
Designates the Forked Island Bridge over the Intracoastal Waterway on Louisiana Highway 82 in
Vermilion Parish as the "Rose Ashy Broussard Bridge". (8/1/2020)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSHENSGENSSB

27
Provides relative to the powers and duties of the Harbor Center District. (gov sig)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSHEWITTSB

28
Designates a portion of Louisiana Highway 38 in Washington Parish as the "Lance Corporal Larry L.
Wells Memorial Highway". (8/1/20)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSMIZELLSB

29
Designates a portion of Louisiana Highway 38 inTangipahoa Parish the "Deputy R.A. Kent Memorial
Highway". (8/1/20)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSMIZELLSB

30
Designates a portion of United States Highway 51 in Tangipahoa Parish as the "Deputy Ed Toefield Jr.
Memorial Highway". (8/1/20)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSMIZELLSB

31
Provides relative to the penalties for obstruction of justice.  (8/1/20)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTCONNICKSB

32
Provides relative to the penalty for second degree rape.  (8/1/20)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTCONNICKSB

33
Re-creates the income tax checkoff donation for Dreams Come True, Inc. (8/1/20)

TAX/TAXATIONHENSGENSSB

34
Removes the requirement that a district attorney must be granted leave of court before amending a
delinquency petition.  (8/1/20)

JUVENILE JUSTICECONNICKSB

35
Authorizes the governing authority of the city of Scott to levy an additional one cent sales tax, subject to
voter approval. (gov sig)

MUNICIPALITIESHENSGENSSB

36
Provides for the acceptance of a notice of candidacy. (8/1/20)

ELECTION CODEBERNARDSB

37
Provides relative to interment of military servicemen and women. (gov sig)

VETERANSBOUDREAUXSB

38
Provides with respect to wage secrecy and pay discrimination. (8/1/20)

EMPLOYMENTCARTER, TROYSB

39
Requires the use of video cameras in certain classrooms where special education services are provided
to certain students with exceptionalities. (gov sig)

SPECIAL EDUCATIONFOILSB

40
Provides relative to the commissioners of Hospital Service Districts in St. Mary Parish.  (8/1/20)

LOCAL AGENCIESALLAINSB
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41
Exempts certain activities performed by a levee district, a levee and drainage district, or a drainage
district from the requirements for a coastal use permit.  (8/1/20)

COASTAL RESOURCESHENSGENSSB

42
Provides that domicile of the Department of State is in East Baton Rouge Parish. (gov sig)

STATE DEPARTMENTWHITE, BSB

43
Provides relative to business filings and NAICS codes. (8/1/20)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSJOHNSSB

44
Constitutional amendment to provide for the membership of one student on the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

BESEFIELDSSB

45
Provides for jury trial thresholds. (8/1/20)

CIVIL PROCEDUREPEACOCKSB

46
Provides for the Recognition of Emergency Medical Services Personnel Licensure Interstate Compact
(REPLICA). (gov sig)

HEALTH SERVICESPEACOCKSB

47
Provides relative to standard provisions for group life policies. (8/1/20)

LIFE INSURANCEMILLS, ROBERTSB

48
Provides for an exception for certain applicants for employee permits seeking to work in locations
permitted by ATC as a restaurant.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGESCARTER, TROYSB

49
Enacts the Louisiana Employment Non-Discrimination Act. (8/15/20)

DISCRIMINATIONCARTER, TROYSB

50
Prohibits use of a handheld wireless telecommunications device by a person when operating a motor
vehicle upon any public roadway in this state. (8/1/20)

TRAFFICMCMATHSB

51
Requires each full-time university or college police officer to carry a supply of opiate antagonists nasal
spray in his official vehicle. (gov sig)

COLLEGES/UNIVERSITIESMCMATHSB

52
Creates the crime of infliction of serious injury or death on a vulnerable road user. (gov sig)

TRAFFICMCMATHSB

53
Provides for therapeutic group homes licensed by the Louisiana Department of Health. (gov sig)

FEES/LICENSES/PERMITSMCMATHSB

54
Provides relative to articles of incorporation and qualifications of registered agents of certain
corporations. (gov sig)

CORPORATIONSFOILSB

55
Removes requirement for telephone numbers in an application for registration of certain contract
providers filed with the secretary of state. (gov sig)

SECRETARY OF STATEFOILSB

56
Provides for a student member on the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education. (See Act)

BESEFIELDSSB

57
Removes award of attorney fees in proceedings relative to the remediation of oilfield sites and
exploration and production sites. (8/1/20)

MINERALSMCMATHSB

58
Provides relative to early learning center licensing. (8/1/20)

CHILDRENMILLS, FREDSB

59
Provides relative to coverage of step therapy or fail first protocols. (8/1/20)

PHARMACEUTICALSMILLS, FREDSB

60
Authorizes modification of drug coverage for a drug costing over $300 per prescription or refill with an
increase of at least 25% in the prior 365 days under certain circumstances if 30-day notice is given.
(8/1/20)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCEMILLS, FREDSB
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61
Provides for  unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the insurance business against certain pharmacies
and pharmacists who are licensed and physically located in the state. (8/1/20)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSMILLS, FREDSB

62
Provides relative to the maximum cost of prescription insulin drugs. (8/1/20)

PHARMACEUTICALSMILLS, FREDSB

63
Provides relative to contracts for fiscal intermediary services. (8/1/20)

HEALTH SERVICESMILLS, FREDSB

64
Names the new I-12 bridge over the Tchefuncte River the Patricia "Pat" Brister Memorial Bridge. (8/1/20)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSMCMATHSB

65
Creates an exemption for members of the armed services to avoid a penalty for lapse of automobile
coverage. (8/15/20)

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCETALBOTSB

66
Provides for a proposition election to determine whether sports wagering activities and operations will be
permitted in a parish. (6/10/20)

GAMINGTALBOTSB

67
Provides for the repeal of certain inactive or obsolete laws. (8/1/20)

HEALTH CAREMILLS, FREDSB

68
Provides relative to the promulgation of emergency rules in accordance with the Administrative
Procedure Act. (8/1/20)

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDUREMILLS, FREDSB

69
Authorizes the secretary of state to refer matters involving the damaging, alerting, tampering, or of
falsifying records to certain agencies for investigation. (gov sig)

SECRETARY OF STATEBOUDREAUXSB

70
Repeals requirements for the Department of Insurance to maintain a central database for contact
information on life insurance policies in force in the state.  (7/1/20)

LIFE INSURANCESMITH, G.SB

71
Provides for the Louisiana Automotive Insurance Plan. (8/1/20)

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCESMITH, G.SB

72
Provides for certain fees collected by the commissioner of insurance from property and casualty insurers.
(7/1/20)

INSURANCE COMMISSIONERSMITH, G.SB

73
Creates the crime of aggravated distribution of a controlled dangerous substance.  (gov sig)

CONTROL DANGER SUBSTANCEMIZELLSB

74
Adds a second commissioner to the Twenty-Second Judicial District Court and authorizes commissioners
to preside over domestic violence cases and civil matters. (8/1/20)

COURTSMIZELLSB

75
Provides relative to addresses to where absentee by mail ballots are sent. (gov sig)

VOTERS/VOTINGMIZELLSB

76
Provides relative to the funding formula and appropriations for postsecondary educational institutions.
(gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDFIELDSSB

77
Requires any contractor who bids on or enters into a contract with a public entity to comply with the
Louisiana Equal Pay for Women Act. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSBOUIESB

78
Provides relative to disbursement of funds from START savings accounts. (8/1/20)

STUDENTSFOILSB

79
Creates the Louisiana Cybersecurity Talent Initiative Fund for the purpose of funding degree and
certificate programs in cybersecurity fields and the Cybersecurity Education Management Council to
advise relative to the fund. (8/1/20)

FUNDS/FUNDINGABRAHAMSB
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80
Exempts interior blueprints and floor plans of public school buildings and facilities from the definition of
"public records". (gov sig)

SCHOOLSCARTER, TROYSB

81
Provides relative to opioid treatment programs for pregnant women. (1/1/21)

HEALTH CAREMIZELLSB

82
Requires reporting of misappropriation of public funds received or expended by a quasi-public entity to
the legislative auditor and the district attorney. (8/1/20)

FISCAL CONTROLSMIZELLSB

83
Grants public postsecondary education management boards the authority to set admission standards for
member institutions. (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDFIELDSSB

84
Provides relative to legislative approval of Education Excellence Fund expenditure plans. (gov sig)

EDUCATION DEPARTMENTFIELDSSB

85
Provides bad-faith penalties for certain self insurers. (8/1/20)

SELF INSURANCECONNICKSB

86
Reduces jury trial threshold from $50,000 to $20,000. (1/1/21)

CIVIL PROCEDURECONNICKSB

87
Requires reports of elderly exploitation or extortion to be reported to local law enforcement agencies.
(8/1/20)

ELDERLYMILLS, FREDSB

88
Provides for evaluations of attorney advertisements to be subject to the Public Records Law. (8/1/20)

ATTORNEYSHEWITTSB

89
Phases in the dedication of the temporary state sales tax levy to the Transportation Trust Fund. (8/1/20)

TAX/SALESPEACOCKSB

90
Provides relative to written notice before the lapse of a life insurance policy. (gov sig)

INSURANCE POLICIESFESISB

91
Repeals provisions regulating dental referral plans. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE POLICIESFESISB

92
Provides relative to enrollment preferences at certain charter schools returned to the transferring school
system from the RSD. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSPETERSONSB

93
Provides relative to the use of bed rails in nursing home facilities. (8/1/20)

NURSING HOMESSMITH, G.SB

94
Provides for limitation of liability of a landowner of property used for recreational purposes and award of
attorney fees and court costs under certain circumstances.  (8/1/20)

LIABILITYALLAINSB

95
Provides for the board of commissioners of the St. Mary Levee District.  (8/1/20)

LEVEESALLAINSB

96
Provides relative to certain prescriptive periods for delictual actions. (8/1/20)

PRESCRIPTIONWARDSB

97
Provides relative to certain limitations on recovery of medical claims. (8/1/20)

HEALTH SERVICESPEACOCKSB

98
Provides for the Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology Interstate Compact (ASLP-IC). (gov sig)

SPEECH/PATH/AUDIOPEACOCKSB

99
Creates the office of the commissioner of the 22nd Judicial District Family Court. (8/1/20)

COURTSMCMATHSB

100
Provides for a historically black college and university designation within the master plan for
postsecondary education. (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDFIELDSSB
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101
Provides a person's credit score should not be used to determine their insurance rate.  (8/1/20)

INSURANCE RATESFIELDSSB

102
Prohibits OMV authorized third party vendors from requiring only cash for transactions.(8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESFIELDSSB

103
Provides relative to enrollment requirements for the TOPS-Tech Award. (gov sig)

TOPSCATHEYSB

104
Provides for board membership and authority of certain state museums.
(gov sig)

MUSEUMSMILLIGANSB

105
Designates the Gulf Fritillary as the official state butterfly. (8/1/20)

LEGIS POWERS/FUNCTIONSPEACOCKSB

106
Provides for the duties of the school superintendent when returning certain RSD schools to the
transferring school board. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSBOUIESB

107
Provides relative to the allocation of incarcerated persons for the purposes of all redistricting by the
legislature. (8/1/20)

REDISTRICTINGBOUIESB

108
Provides relative to the expansion of the Louisiana Public Livestock Market Charter Law. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURE/FOREST DEPTCATHEYSB

109
Prohibits banks from charging a fee for cashing a check drawn on it against an account. (gov sig)

BANKS/BANKINGFIELDSSB

110
Provides relative to servitudes of drainage. (8/1/20)

SERVITUDESALLAINSB

111
Provides for the executive budget and the general appropriation bill to contain separate schedules for the
funding of the unfunded accrued liability of state departments and budget units.  (7/1/20)

FISCAL CONTROLSFIELDSSB

112
Provides relative to the Early Childhood Care and Education Network. (gov sig)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDFIELDSSB

113
Provide with respect to the power, duties, functions of the Board of Regents. (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDFIELDSSB

114
Provides relative to the Louisiana Check-Cashing Law. 
(gov sig)

FEES/LICENSES/PERMITSFIELDSSB

115
Provides relative to advertisements for legal services.  (gov sig)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSCONNICKSB

116
Abolishes the Group Benefits Estimating Conference. (8/1/20)

GROUP BENEFITS PROGRAMTALBOTSB

117
Re-creates the Department of Natural Resources. (6/30/20)

SUNSET LAWHENSGENSSB

118
Provides relative to the public works law. (1/1/20)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSSMITH, G.SB

119
Prohibits insurers from reducing the limits of property and casualty insurance policies to fund defense
costs. (8/1/20)

LIABILITYMILLS, ROBERTSB

120
Requires that three members of the Louisiana State Racing Commission be affiliated with the horse
racing industry.  (8/1/20)

HORSE RACINGSMITH, G.SB

121
Constitutional amendment to provide relative to certain lotteries and certain disbursement of proceeds.
(2/3 - CA13s1)

LOTTERIESCARTER, TROYSB
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122
Provides relative to notice and appeal rights for over-age dependent coverage by any health plan offered
under the purview of the Office of Group Benefits. (8/1/20)

GROUP BENEFITS PROGRAMCARTER, TROYSB

123
Provides relative to electric bicycles. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESWARDSB

124
Provides for the marshal of the city court of Lafayette. (1/1/21)

LOCAL OFFICIALSBOUDREAUXSB

125
Provides relative to the Louisiana Professional Engineering and Land Surveying Board. (8/1/20)

ENGINEERSHEWITTSB

126
Establishes the Commission for Identifying Risk Factors for Cortical Visual Impairment. (8/1/20)

EXCEPTIONAL PERSONSBARROWSB

127
Prohibits salary schedules for teachers from including limitations based upon years of experience. (gov
sig)

TEACHERSBARROWSB

128
Requires certain assessments of a student prior to suspension from school.
(gov sig)

SCHOOLSBARROWSB

129
Requires all neighborhood crime prevention and security districts to submit a status report annually to the
legislature. (gov sig)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSBARROWSB

130
Provides for a proposition election to determine whether sports wagering activities and operations will be
permitted in a parish. (6/10/20)

GAMINGHENRY, CAMERONSB

131
Provides relative to cooperative local government incentives. (gov sig)

TAX/LOCALHENRY, CAMERONSB

132
Provides for reporting to and approval of all state contracts valued at twenty-five million dollars or more
annually by the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget. (7/1/20)

CONTRACTSHENRY, CAMERONSB

133
Provides relative to the development of cancer as a result of employment as a firefighter. (gov sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESCARTER, TROYSB

134
Authorizes inclusion of notice on driver's license of health condition that may impede ability to
communicate with a peace officer. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESWOMACKSB

135
Prohibits race discrimination based on natural hairstyles. (8/1/20)

DISCRIMINATIONCARTER, TROYSB

136
Provides for an increase in state minimum wage. (gov sig)

EMPLOYMENTCARTER, TROYSB

137
Requires the coroner to issue a permit for cremation after completion of coroner's investigation of death
when under suspicious circumstances or the reasonable probability of the commission of a crime.
(8/1/20)

CORONERSFOILSB

138
Provides for sales and use tax collection by marketplace facilitators. (1/1/21)

TAX/SALESALLAINSB

139
Provides for the extension of state income taxes. (1/1/21)

TAX/INCOME/PERSONALALLAINSB

140
Requires certain offices to report cyber incidents to secretary of state. (8/1/20)

INTERNETREESESB

141
Constitutional amendment to reallocate severance tax to parishes for Parish Transportation Funds. (2/3 -
CA13s1(A))

TAX/TAXATIONWARDSB
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142
Prohibits certain restrictive agreements as to the practice of medicine. (8/1/20)

PHYSICIANSMORRIS, JAYSB

143
Prohibits certain agreements restricting a physician from practicing medicine outside the parish of
employment under certain conditions. (8/1/20)

PHYSICIANSMORRIS, JAYSB

144
Increases the documentation fee allowed to be charged between an automobile dealer and customer.
(8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESJOHNSSB

145
Provides relative to fees charged by the clerk of court for the Twenty-sixth Judicial District Court. (2/3 -
CA7s2.1(A)) (8/1/20)

COURTSMILLS, ROBERTSB

146
Provides for funeral director assistants.
(2/3 - CA7s2.1(A)) (8/1/20)

EMBALMERS/FUNERAL DIRECTJOHNSSB

147
Provides for the release of a body for disposition by a coroner.

CORONERSFOILSB

148
Provides relative to the Louisiana Health Reinsurance Association. (gov sig)

INSURERSTALBOTSB

149
Provides for an exception for certain applicants for employee permits seeking to work in locations
permitted by office of alcohol and tobacco control as a restaurant. (8/1/20)

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGESCARTER, TROYSB

150
Provides relative to alternative schools and alternative education programs. (gov sig)

EDUCATION DEPARTMENTCARTER, TROYSB

151
Defines hotel for purposes of occupancy taxes levied by local tourism commissions. (10/1/20)

TOURISMJOHNSSB

152
Prohibits the restraint of the practice of medicine in contracts or agreements. (8/1/20)

PHYSICIANSBOUDREAUXSB

153
Provides relative to continuing tutorship. (8/1/20)

TUTORSHIPFOILSB

154
Authorizes Plaquemines Port, Harbor and Terminal District to apply for designation as a foreign trade
zone. (8/1/20)

PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALSHEWITTSB

155
Provides for payment of supplemental compensation from nonpublic sources for certain personnel at the
Jimmy D. Long, Sr. Louisiana School for Math, Science, and the Arts. (8/1/20)

ETHICSLUNEAUSB

156
Prohibits insurance contracts from depriving courts of this state of the jurisdiction or venue of action
against insurer. (8/1/20)

INSURERSLUNEAUSB

157
Provides relative to audit requirements for recipients of state funds. (7/1/20)

FISCAL CONTROLSWOMACKSB

158
Provides for an increase in allowable attorney fees in cases of appeal taken by an employee in the
municipal fire and police classified civil service. (gov sig)

CIVIL SERVICELUNEAUSB

159
Provides for possession limits of red drum taken by means of bow and arrow. (8/1/20)

FISH/FISHINGSMITH, G.SB

160
Provides for the creation of a workers' compensation pharmacy formulary. (8/1/20)

WORKERS' COMPENSATIONTALBOTSB

161
Permits a candidate for elective office to withdraw from the election and have his name removed from the
ballot up to five days before early voting begins. (7/1/20)

ELECTION CODESMITH, G.SB
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162
Authorizes the acceptance of alternative proof of residency for certain applicants for hunting. (8/1/20)

WILDLIFE/FISHERIES DEPTHENSGENSSB

163
Provides an exemption for certain contractors to the licensure requirements of the Horticulture
Commission. (gov sig)

HORTICULTURECATHEYSB

164
Provides relative to local sales and use tax adjudication. (7/1/20)

TAX/LOCALALLAINSB

165
Provides uniform procedures for issuance of tax clearances. (gov sig)

REVENUE DEPARTMENTALLAINSB

166
Provides for forecasting of the Medicaid program. (gov sig)

FISCAL CONTROLSHEWITTSB

167
Authorizes creation of regional drainage and flood mitigation districts. (8/1/20)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSMILLS, FREDSB

168
Creates and provides for the Community Drinking Water Infrastructure Sustainability Act. (8/1/20)

WATER QUALITYMILLS, FREDSB

169
Provides relative to facility need review. (8/1/20)

HEALTH SERVICESMILLS, FREDSB

170
Provides relative to health care emergency visit alternative treatment reimbursement. (8/1/20)

HEALTH CAREMILLS, FREDSB

171
Requires school bus operators to be certified in CPR and first aid. (gov sig)

BUS DRIVERSMIZELLSB

172
Provides for the Save Women's Sports Act. (8/1/20)

AMUSEMENTS/SPORTSMIZELLSB

173
Requires a notice to be posted upon the withdrawal or disqualification of a candidate's name that remains
on the ballot.  (8/1/20)

ELECTION CODEBERNARDSB

174
Provides relative to health insurance. (8/1/20)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCEBERNARDSB

175
Provides for statutory insurer deposits. (7/1/20)

INSURERSBERNARDSB

176
Allows for the state and private landowners to enter into boundary agreements concerning disputed
property. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC LANDSALLAINSB

177
Constitutional amendment to authorize the state to enter into certain agreements with landowners
concerning boundaries between state claimed and privately claimed water bottoms.  (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

PUBLIC LANDSALLAINSB

178
Provides relative to the delivery of alcoholic beverages. 
(gov sig)

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGESALLAINSB

179
Provides for the registration and regulation of short-term rental dwellings by the state fire marshal.
(1/1/21)

HOUSINGJOHNSSB

180
Provides qualifications and licensing requirements for title insurance producers. (8/1/20)

FEES/LICENSES/PERMITSMORRIS, JAYSB

181
Provides mandatory sentences for persons who commit burglary of a motor vehicle or solicit juveniles to
commit burglary of a motor vehicle.  (8/1/20)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTHARRIS, JIMMYSB

182
Provides relative to information contained in alcoholic beverage permits.  (8/1/20)

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGESHARRIS, JIMMYSB
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183
Authorizes clerks of court to have law enforcement officers at polling places on election day to enforce
law and authorizes law enforcement officers to enter voting location in an emergency. (gov sig)

ELECTION DAYSHARRIS, JIMMYSB

184
Provides relative to fraud protection requirements for retail motor fuel devices. (1/1/21)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSJOHNSSB

185
Provides relative to projects participating in both the federal Opportunity Zones and Restoration
Abatement programs. (gov sig)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTHARRIS, JIMMYSB

186
Provides relative to the Municipal and Traffic Court of New Orleans. (gov sig)

COURTSHARRIS, JIMMYSB

187
Constitutional amendment to provide relative to the ad valorem tax exemption for certain manufacturing
facilities. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

TAX/AD VALOREMWHITE, BSB

188
Designates the crime of possession of a firearm by a felon as a "crime of violence".  (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTWHITE, BSB

189
Provides for the creation, transfer, dedication, deposit, and use of certain funds in the state treasury.
(7/1/20)

FUNDS/FUNDINGWHITE, BSB

190
Provides for the creation, transfer, dedication, deposit, and use of certain funds in the state treasury. (gov
sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGWHITE, BSB

191
Provides relative to confidentiality of certain information contained in contracts with the Department of
Economic Development. (gov sig)

PUBLIC RECORDSWHITE, BSB

192
Provides relative to the Department of Economic Development and the Board of Commerce and Industry.
(gov sig)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTWHITE, BSB

193
Provides for certain exceptions from Code of Governmental Ethics. (8/1/20)

ETHICSHEWITTSB

194
Requires judges to file personal financial disclosure forms as a public record. (gov sig)

JUDGESHEWITTSB

195
Requires notice of reinstatement of a previously canceled casualty insurance policy. (1/1/21)

FIRE/CASUALTY INSURANCEBERNARDSB

196
Provides relative to the appropriation of funds for postsecondary educational institutions. (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDFIELDSSB

197
Provides relative to funding for postsecondary educational institutions. (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDFIELDSSB

198
Designates the month of September as Childhood Cancer Awareness Month. (8/1/20)

SPECIAL DAY/WEEK/MONTHPEACOCKSB

199
Provides relative to physician practice standards in a medical spa. (8/1/20)

HEALTH CAREMCMATHSB

200
Provides for awards in actions enforcing provisions of the Coastal Zone Management Program. (8/1/20)

MINERALSFESISB

201
Provides for an increase in the administrative penalties assessed for the misclassification of employees.
(2/3 - CA10s18)(8/1/20)

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPCARTER, TROYSB

202
Provides for health insurance coverage for participants in clinical trials. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE POLICIESTALBOTSB
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203
Provides for an increase in per diem for the commissioners of the Vermilion Waterworks District No. 1. 
(gov sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESHENSGENSSB

204
Provides for health insurance coverage of cancer treatments. 
(gov sig)

INSURANCE POLICIESTALBOTSB

205
Defines the term final determination for purposes of reporting federal income tax adjustments. (1/1/21)

TAX/INCOME/PERSONALALLAINSB

206
Requires each public postsecondary education institution to implement an opioid overdose response
plan. (gov sig)

POSTSECONDARY EDSMITH, G.SB

207
Constitutional amendment to provide for the adjustment of ad valorem millages. (2/3 - CA13S1(A))

TAX/AD VALOREMSMITH, G.SB

208
Exempts active duty members and reserve members of the armed forces of the United States residing in
Louisiana  from fees associated with concealed carry permits. 
(gov sig)

WEAPONSCLOUDSB

209
Requires the Department of Civil Service to develop online testing for police officer and firefighter
applicants. (1/1/21)

CIVIL SERVICE DEPARTMENTMORRIS, JAYSB

210
Requires certain landfills to close when they exceed capacity. (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLBARROWSB

211
Changes the interest rate on refunds of state tax overpayments. (1/1/21)

INTEREST RATESALLAINSB

212
Provides relative to the membership of the Louisiana Agricultural Commodities Commission. (gov sig)

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIESCATHEYSB

213
Provides relative to medical necessity determinations related to substance use disorders. (8/1/20)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCECATHEYSB

214
Provides relative to ignition interlock device requirement for DWI offenders to be issued a restricted
driver's license. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESHEWITTSB

215
Provides relative to public elementary and secondary school fund accounts of certain schools. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSCARTER, TROYSB

216
Provides relative to annuities. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE POLICIESCATHEYSB

217
Provides relative to rebates to certain businesses domiciled in certain parishes for use of certain bridges
and tunnels. (8/1/20)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSCARTER, TROYSB

218
Requires that completion of qualifying forms for elected office shall include submission of valid
identification. (8/1/20)

ELECTED OFFICIALSCLOUDSB

219
Prohibits insurance rate determinations based on gender.  (8/1/20)

INSURANCE RATESBARROWSB

220
Provides relative to expungement.  (8/1/20)

CRIMINAL PROCEDUREBARROWSB

221
Provides relative to the Louisiana Competency-Based Education Program. (gov sig)

EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITYFIELDSSB

222
Allows a towing company to avoid certain penalties based on good-faith reliance on statements of the
person contracting the company. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESPOPESB
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223
Provides for investment authority of the Treasurer for the Millennium Trust, the Rockefeller Wildlife
Refuge Trust and Protection Fund, and the Russell Sage or Marsh Island Trust Fund. (7/1/20)

TREASURY DEPARTMENTPEACOCKSB

224
Enacts a Foster Youth's Bill of Rights for youth ages fourteen through eighteen in foster care. (gov sig)

CHILDRENBARROWSB

225
Authorizes levee boards to spend funds generated from one or more levee districts in another district that
benefits an entire levee authority. (8/1/20)

LEVEESCONNICKSB

226
Provides eligibility for retired law officer's special license plates to law officers who retire due to injures
sustained in the line of duty regardless of the length of employment. (8/1/2020)

MOTOR VEHICLESHENSGENSSB

227
Provides for the continuous revision of the Children's Code.  (8/1/20)

CHILDREN'S CODEPRICESB

228
Provides relative to sewerage systems and districts. (8/1/20)

WATER/SEWER OPERATORSHENSGENSSB

229
Provides relative to evidence from criminalistics laboratories in Certificates of Analysis in juvenile court
proceedings of a noncriminal nature. (gov sig)

EVIDENCEMCMATHSB

230
Provides relative to court costs and fees in domestic abuse cases.  (gov sig)

DOMESTIC VIOLENCEBARROWSB

231
Provides with respect to the Louisiana Health Plan. gov sig

INSURANCE POLICIESTALBOTSB

232
Provides for the enforcement of coastal use permits. (gov sig)

COASTAL RESOURCESHENSGENSSB

233
Provides for parent participation after adjudication of a delinquent act committed by their juvenile child. 
(8/1/20)

JUVENILESHARRIS, JIMMYSB

234
Provides for the issuance of bonds by the Louisiana International Gulf Transfer Terminal Authority. (gov
sig)

PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALSHEWITTSB

235
Constitutional amendment to provide for the taxing authority of levee districts. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

LEVEESCONNICKSB

236
Constitutional amendment to establish certain ad valorem property tax exemptions. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

TAX/AD VALOREMWARDSB

237
Provides for notice requirements related to the Small Business Protection Act.  (8/1/20)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTWARDSB

238
Provides for repayment of personal contributions or loans. (8/1/20)

CAMPAIGN FINANCEALLAINSB

239
Provides relative to compensation for student athletes participating in intercollegiate athletics. (See Act)

AMUSEMENTS/SPORTSCONNICKSB

240
Provides relative to benefits for permanent hearing loss. (8/1/20)

WORKERS' COMPENSATIONCONNICKSB

241
Extends prescriptive period for delictual actions from one to two years, but except medical malpractice.
(1/1/21)

PRESCRIPTIONCONNICKSB

242
Provides for Litigation Reduction Act. (1/1/21)

CIVIL PROCEDURECONNICKSB

243
Requires a judge to keep a domestic abuse victim's address confidential under certain circumstances.
(gov sig)

DOMESTIC VIOLENCESMITH, G.SB
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244
Provides for legislative determination of priorities in the final construction program. (gov sig)

TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPTSMITH, G.SB

245
Provides for the adjustment of ad valorem tax millages. (See Act)

TAX/AD VALOREMSMITH, G.SB

246
Provides for access to certain student information with parental permission. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSSMITH, G.SB

247
Prohibits certain collateral source benefits from being claimed as set-offs of damages for civil liability
purposes. (8/1/20)

LIABILITYCONNICKSB

248
Provides for initiative measures for use by the electorate to propose and adopt or reject laws and
constitutional amendments. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

VOTERS/VOTINGCARTER, TROYSB

249
Provides relative to interpreters for non-English-speaking persons in civil protective order cases. (gov sig)

DOMESTIC VIOLENCECARTER, TROYSB

250
Requires a contractor for a state capital outlay project to designate no less than two percent of
man-hours in any apprenticeable occupation to registered apprentices.  (8/1/20)

EMPLOYMENTCARTER, TROYSB

251
Requires certain employers who receive state economic development incentives for construction projects
to hire a certain number of registered apprentices to complete the project. (8/1/20)

EMPLOYMENTCARTER, TROYSB

252
Provides for driver education to include instruction relative to accessible parking and access aisles.
(1/1/21)

DRIVER EDUCATIONCARTER, TROYSB

253
Prohibits the raffle or giving away of certain animals as a novelty or prize at a carnival or fair. (8/1/20)

ANIMALSCARTER, TROYSB

254
Provides for expansion of working conditions afforded to fire service employees employed by nonprofit
corporations under contract with a fire protection district, municipality, or other political subdivision. (gov
sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESCARTER, TROYSB

255
Authorizes three separate additional lottery games with proceeds from each dedicated to veterans, senior
citizens, and persons with special needs.  (See Act)

LOTTERIESCARTER, TROYSB

256
Provides relative to beverages in children's meals. (8/1/20)

CHILDRENCARTER, TROYSB

257
Provides that the Louisiana Gaming Control Board may waive the fuel sales requirement under certain
conditions at a video poker truck stop facility. (8/1/20)

VIDEO POKERCARTER, TROYSB

258
Provides relative to minimum requirements for annual vacation and sick leave for the employees of the
city of Westwego Police Department. 
(2/3 - CA10s18)  (gov sig)

LAW ENFORCEMENTCARTER, TROYSB

259
Provides relative to automatic voter registration. (1/1/21)

VOTERS/VOTINGCARTER, TROYSB

260
Provides relative to employment, education, and related service for FITAP participants. (gov sig)

WELFARECARTER, TROYSB

261
Creates the crime of the illegal throwing of hate-related objects during a parade or demonstration. (gov
sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTCARTER, TROYSB

262
Provides relative to balance or "surprise" billing. (8/1/20)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCETALBOTSB
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263
Designates venue for any challenge to the authority of the legislature or a legislative entity or any
challenge to the issuance or enforcement of a legislative subpoena. (8/1/20)

LEGIS POWERS/FUNCTIONSMIZELLSB

264
Provides relative to the public water system, the public sewerage system, and the public drainage system
of the city of New Orleans. (gov sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESPETERSONSB

265
Provides relative to payments under public contracts. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSPETERSONSB

266
Provides relative to medical expenses paid by a collateral source. (8/1/20)

LIABILITYTALBOTSB

267
Removes the sunset provision for the authorization of use of therapeutic marijuana. (8/1/20)

HEALTH CAREBOUDREAUXSB

268
Provides relative to abandonment of safety deposit boxes. (8/1/20)

BANKS/BANKINGJOHNSSB

269
Provides relative to elective participation by school boards in the La. Optical Network Infrastructure
(LONI) and for LONI's inclusion in the statewide educational technology plan. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSFIELDSSB

270
Provides that jurors be paid an amount at equal to the amount that jurors in federal cases receive.
(1/1/21)

COURTSFIELDSSB

271
Provides relative to the Health Care Consumer Billing and Disclosure Protection Act. (8/1/20)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCEJOHNSSB

272
Constitutional amendment to establish an ad valorem tax exemption for property subject to a cooperative
endeavor agreement requiring the property owner to make payments in lieu of taxes. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

TAX EXEMPTIONSABRAHAMSB

273
Provides for registration with secretary of state by managed service providers servicing public bodies.
(See Act)

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGYHEWITTSB

274
Establishes reporting requirements for businesses and governmental entities using service providers.
(2/3 - CA7s2.1(A)) (1/1/21)

REVENUE DEPARTMENTALLAINSB

275
Provides relative to the coastal management program,  designees of the secretary, and prohibition of
certain contracts. (8/1/20)

COASTAL RESOURCESHEWITTSB

276
Constitutional amendment to remove the mandatory retirement age for judges and to prohibit a
mandatory retirement age for public office holders and public employment. 
(2/3 - CA13s1(A))

JUDGESJACKSONSB

277
Provides relative to the governance of fire protection districts created by certain parishes. (gov sig)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSWARDSB

278
Provides relative to the Louisiana State Board of Home Inspectors. (8/1/20)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSJOHNSSB

279
Constitutional amendment to establish and provide for the gradual increase in the state minimum hourly
wage. (2/3 - CA13s1(A))

EMPLOYMENTPETERSONSB

280
Provides relative to workers' compensation.  (8/1/20)

WORKERS' COMPENSATIONLUNEAUSB

281
Provides relative to contracts with Medicaid managed care organizations. (8/1/20)

HEALTH DEPARTMENTLUNEAUSB

282
Provides relative to group insurance expenses for certain clerks of court. (8/1/20)

CLERKS OF COURTMILLS, FREDSB
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283
Provides relative to local sales tax administration. (1/1/21)

TAX/LOCALALLAINSB

284
Provides relative to state group insurance for certain former employees.  (8/1/20).

GROUP BENEFITS PROGRAMSMITH, G.SB

285
Provides relative to the dedication and use of certain monies to be deposited into the Transportation
Trust Fund. (8/1/20)

FUNDS/FUNDINGMCMATHSB

286
Creates the offense of misrepresentation of entitlement to assistance animals. (8/1/20)

HEALTH SERVICESPOPESB

287
Provides for reasonable accommodations for employees temporarily disabled due to pregnancy,
childbirth, or related medical conditions in the workplace. (8/1/20)

EMPLOYMENTBARROWSB

288
Provides for La. State Board of Cosmetology and the practice of natural hair braiding. (2/3 - CA7s2.1(A))
(8/1/20)

COSMETOLOGYBARROWSB

289
Provides relative to prohibitions on certain health insurance cost-sharing practices. (gov sig)

HEALTH/ACC INSURANCEBARROWSB

290
Provides for comprehensive school counseling program. 
(gov sig)

COUNSELING/GUIDANCEJACKSONSB

291
Requires that the state Department of Education develop a program to train and certify volunteers to
assist school counselors. (gov sig)

COUNSELING/GUIDANCEJACKSONSB

292
Provides relative to utilization reviews for health insurance policies. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE POLICIESJACKSONSB

293
Limits the use of certain test scores in the school accountability system. (gov sig)

EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITYJACKSONSB

294
Requires the state Department of Education to implement a program to increase the number of meals
provided to students. (gov sig)

STUDENTSJACKSONSB

295
Requires program to cover treatment of severe obesity. (8/1/20)

GROUP BENEFITS PROGRAMBARROWSB

296
Provides relative to immunizations administered by pharmacists. (8/1/20)

PHARMACISTSBARROWSB

297
Provides relative to discipline of a teacher or employee arrested for sexual offenses affecting a minor.
(gov sig)

SCHOOLSBARROWSB

298
Removes requirements for use of a value-added assessment model with regard to school and district
accountability and teacher evaluations. (gov sig)

TEACHERSJACKSONSB

299
Prohibits insurers from using certain criteria for rate setting. (8/1/20)

INSURANCE RATESJACKSONSB

300
Provides relative to the Charitable Raffles, Bingo, and Keno Licensing Law.
 (gov sig)

GAMINGJACKSONSB

301
Prohibits the sale of vapor products with a characterizing flavor. (8/1/20)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSJACKSONSB

302
Provides for a technical changes to the abuse and neglect of adults statute and Adult Protective Services
Act. (gov sig)

ELDERLYBARROWSB
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303
Allows a local police department to use certain electronic forms. (8/1/20)

TRAFFICMORRIS, JAYSB

304
Provides for campaign contribution limit reductions. (8/1/20)

CAMPAIGN FINANCEPEACOCKSB

305
Provides for documentation and verification of certain information submitted by applicants for marriage
licenses. (8/1/20)

CLERKS OF COURTPEACOCKSB

306
Provides for certain ecological tours traversing wildlife management areas. (8/1/20)

WILD REFUGES/PRESERVESHEWITTSB

307
Provides for video poker amenity requirements. (8/1/20)

VIDEO POKERWARDSB

308
Provides relative to the Dedicated Fund Review Subcommittee of the Joint Legislative Committee on the
Budget. (7/1/20)

FUNDS/FUNDINGHEWITTSB

309
Revises the lapse time with automobile insurance before persons can be penalized for failure to maintain
security on a vehicle to 15 days. (8/1/20)

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCEBARROWSB

310
Provides for a $100,000 death benefit for a DOTD employee who is killed in a hazardous situation in the
course and scope of his employment. (gov sig)

TRANSPORTATION/DEV DEPTWARDSB

311
Requires annual testing of drinking water at certain child care facilities and schools. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC HEALTHPETERSONSB

312
Provides relative to environmental education and litter reduction section of the State Department of
Education. (gov sig)

EDUCATION DEPARTMENTFESISB

313
Provides relative to exemptions related to the New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board. (gov sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESPETERSONSB

314
Requires the state Office of Group Benefits to cover bariatric surgery techniques for the treatment of
severe obesity. (7/1/20)

GROUP BENEFITS PROGRAMBARROWSB

315
Provides relative to liability to third parties of members and managers. (8/1/20)

LIABILITYMILLS, ROBERTSB

316
Provide for penalties for violations of the "Right-to-Know" law. (2/3 - CA7s2.1(A)) (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYFIELDSSB

317
Provides relative to the state minimum wage. (gov sig)

EMPLOYMENTCARTER, TROYSB

318
Provides for TOPS-Tech award eligibility for certain military veterans. (gov sig)

TOPSCATHEYSB

319
Designates a portion of Louisiana Highway 9 and Louisiana Highway 2 in Claiborne Parish the "Pat
Garrett Trail". (8/1/20)

ROADS/HIGHWAYSCATHEYSB

320
Allows the occupant of a watercraft traveling on state waters and engaged in any lawful activity to remain
on those waters unless forbidden to do so by the owner.  (8/1/20)

TRESPASSALLAINSB

321
Provides relative to the Louisiana International Deep Water Gulf Transfer Terminal. (8/1/20)

PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALSHEWITTSB

322
Provides relative to tests for suspected drunken drivers. (gov sig)

DWISMITH, G.SB
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323
Dedicates monies in the Deepwater Horizon Economic Damages Collection Fund for certain
infrastructure projects. (7/1/20)

FUNDS/FUNDINGMORRIS, JAYSB

324
Creates the "Educator Pipeline to Success Program". (gov sig)

BESEBARROWSB

325
Provides relative to immunizations. (8/1/20)

HEALTH CAREBARROWSB

326
Provides relative to criminal procedure.  (8/1/20)

CRIMINAL PROCEDUREBARROWSB

327
Provides for certain records and transcripts to be provided to the inmate upon release from incarceration.
(8/1/20)

PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECT DEPTBARROWSB

328
Provides relative to race for discrimination purposes. (8/1/20)

DISCRIMINATIONBARROWSB

329
Provides for an amnesty day for persons to pay reduced fees to OMV for insurance violations. (8/1/20)

FEES/LICENSES/PERMITSBARROWSB

330
Requires local governing authority to implement a permitting process for individuals and businesses who
open a home which serves six or more individuals. (gov sig)

HOUSINGBARROWSB

331
Provides for the authorization of fantasy sports. (7/1/20)

GAMINGPEACOCKSB

332
Provides relative to sports wagering.  (See Act)

GAMINGPEACOCKSB

333
Provides relative to liens and perfection of claims in the Public Works Act. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC WORKSWARDSB

334
Provides for the funding of the operations of the Department of Revenue. (2/3 - CA7s2.1(A)) (7/1/20)

REVENUE DEPARTMENTALLAINSB

335
Provides relative to the composition of a state central committee of a recognized political party. (gov sig)

POLITICAL PARTIESALLAINSB

336
Provides relative to the Department of Children and Family Services child support employer reporting
program. (8/1/20)

CHILDRENALLAINSB

337
Relative to passing a parked emergency vehicle. (gov sig)

MOTOR VEHICLESWARDSB

338
Provides relative to admissibility of certain evidence regarding failure to wear a safety belt. (8/1/20)

EVIDENCEWARDSB

339
Provides for the therapeutic use of marijuana. (8/1/20)

PHYSICIANSWARDSB

340
Provides relative to annual mental health screenings in schools. (gov sig)

SCHOOLSWARDSB

341
Provides for personal delivery devices. (gov sig)

DRONES/UNMANNED VEHICLESWARDSB

342
Provides for a special identification card for persons over the age of 60. (8/1/20)

FEES/LICENSES/PERMITSWARDSB

343
Provides relative to the sale and distribution of marine products. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESJOHNSSB

344
Provides relative to the regulation of battery-charged fences by parishes and municipalities. (8/1/20)

GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONSJOHNSSB
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345
Provides relative to noncompete agreements. (8/1/20)

CONTRACTSJOHNSSB

346
Provides for the regulation of legal advertising in the field of medical alerts.  (8/1/20)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSPEACOCKSB

347
Provides relative to mandatory drug court participation for certain first or second time offenders. (8/1/20)

COURTSWARDSB

348
Provides relative to fees charged by clerks of court for real estate mortgage certificates and lien
certificates.  (2/3 - CA7s2.1(A)) (8/1/20)

CLERKS OF COURTJOHNSSB

349
Provides relative to deceptive or unfair trade practices regarding electronic health records. (8/1/20)

CONSUMERS/PROTECTIONMILLS, FREDSB

350
Provides for ad valorem tax exemptions for certain property. (See Act)

TAX/AD VALOREMWARDSB

351
Allows each recognized political party to determine the composition of its state central committee. (gov
sig)

POLITICAL PARTIESCATHEYSB

352
Provides that the court may order a clinical assessment for a person who has two or more DWI
convictions.  (8/1/20)

DWIHENRY, CAMERONSB

353
Provides for carbon sequestration. (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLHEWITTSB

354
Provides relative to the photo identification issued to an offender prior to his release. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECT DEPTMCMATHSB

355
Provides that certain persons are eligible for parole after serving twenty or thirty years. (gov sig)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTBOUDREAUXSB

356
Provides relative to sessions of the Revenue Estimating Conference. (gov sig)

FUNDS/FUNDINGWHITE, BSB

357
Provides for testing certain drinking water systems. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC HEALTHPETERSONSB

358
Provides for revisions to the fee structure and oversight of the in-service training and educational
programs for state employees by the Department of State Civil Service. (8/1/20)

CIVIL SERVICE DEPARTMENTHEWITTSB

359
Provides for the enforcement of coastal use permits. (gov sig)

COASTAL RESOURCESHENSGENSSB

360
Provides a non-DNA-based factually innocent standard for seeking post conviction relief. (8/1/20)

CRIMINAL JUSTICECONNICKSB

361
Prohibits elective surgical, medical, and dental procedures for prison inmates. (8/1/20)

CORRECTIONAL FACILITIESMIZELLSB

362
Provides relative to prescriptions for opioids. (8/1/20)

HEALTH CAREMIZELLSB

363
Provides for reporting requirements for training on human trafficking awareness and prevention. (8/1/20)

ABORTIONMIZELLSB

364
Requires the Bureau of Criminal Identification and Information to provide criminal history information
regarding employees or potential employees to juvenile detention facilities.  (gov sig)

PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECT DEPTBERNARDSB

365
Requires that information be provided to students about high demand jobs during the development and
revision of their individual graduation plans. (gov sig)

STUDENTSCLOUDSB
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366
Provides relative to procedures for removal of permanent school bus operators. (gov sig)

BUS DRIVERSFIELDSSB

367
Requires air monitoring systems in certain facilities. (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYFIELDSSB

368
Authorizes the creation of cooperative economic development districts affiliated with certain Louisiana
public postsecondary education institutions. (gov sig)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTFIELDSSB

369
Authorizes the creation of cooperative economic development districts affiliated with Louisiana public
postsecondary education institutions. (gov sig)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTFIELDSSB

370
Provides relative to workers' compensation benefits for hearing loss for classified fire service. (gov sig)

WORKERS' COMPENSATIONCARTER, TROYSB

371
Provides relative to opioid prescriptions. (gov sig)

HEALTH CARECARTER, TROYSB

372
Provides for requirements to participate in the waste tire program. (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYLAMBERTSB

373
Revises time period in which insurer must provide an insured loss claims history upon request. (8/1/20)

INSURERSCLOUDSB

374
Requires course material and testing on recognition, prevention, and reporting of human trafficking as
part of commercial motor vehicle written knowledge test. (See Act)

MOTOR VEHICLESCLOUDSB

375
Prohibits political subdivisions from certain regulation of property offered for long term rent or lease and
the owners thereof. (8/1/20)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSCLOUDSB

376
Authorizes transfer of permits. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESCLOUDSB

377
Provides relative to prescription. (8/1/20)

PRESCRIPTIONLAMBERTSB

378
Enacts the "Louisiana Sports Wagering Act". (See Act)

GAMINGJOHNSSB

379
Provides relative to local funding of the clerk of court's office of the Criminal District Court in Orleans
Parish. (6/15/20)

CLERKS OF COURTPETERSONSB

380
Provides relative to reports required after an abortion. (8/1/20)

ABORTIONMIZELLSB

381
Provides relative to the recordation of birth certificates of children born to armed forces members.
(8/1/20)

CLERKS OF COURTREESESB

382
Provides relative to amber warning lamps; vehicles hauling forest products. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESREESESB

383
Provides for the forfeiture of certain property related to sex crimes.  (8/1/20)

SEX OFFENSESREESESB

384
Provides relative to the crime of unlawful posting of criminal activity for notoriety and publicity.  (8/1/20)

CRIME/PUNISHMENTREESESB

385
Provides relative to medical parole eligibility for prisoners who are terminally ill or permanently disabled. 
(gov sig)

PROBATION/PAROLECARTER, TROYSB

386
Establishes the Commission for Louisiana's Energy, Environment, and Restoration.  (gov sig)

MINERALSALLAINSB
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387
Provides relative to the implementation of the requirement that a state correctional facility be equipped
with suitable accommodations for breastfeeding and lactation. (8/1/20)

CORRECTIONAL FACILITIESMIZELLSB

388
Provides relative to financial security for survivors of law enforcement officers. (8/1/20)

LAW ENFORCEMENTFIELDSSB

389
Provides relative to the Louisiana Social Work Practice Act. (8/1/20)

COUNSELING/GUIDANCEBOUIESB

390
Provides relative to the public water system, the public sewerage system, and the public drainage system
of the city of New Orleans. (gov sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESPETERSONSB

391
Provides relative to the Medical Assistance Programs Integrity Law. (8/1/20)

CIVIL PROCEDUREMILLS, FREDSB

392
Provides for criminal penalties for the illegal disposal of waste tires. (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYLAMBERTSB

393
Provides for criminal penalties for violations of the waste tire program. (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYLAMBERTSB

394
Exempts persons from jury duty who have been interdicted or are under a continuing tutorship. (8/1/20)

COURTSFOILSB

395
Provides relative to false, misleading, or deceptive advertising. (8/1/20)

ADVERTISINGCLOUDSB

396
Authorizes and provides for cooperative endeavor agreements between local governmental subdivisions
and other entities that may require payments in lieu of ad valorem taxes. (See Act)

TAX/AD VALOREMABRAHAMSB

397
Provides relative to counting absentee and early voting ballots. 
(gov sig)

VOTERS/VOTINGBERNARDSB

398
Provides for qualifications of volunteers to cyber response and recovery support efforts with the
Governor's Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness. (8/1/20)

HOMELAND SECURITYFOILSB

399
. Provides for reporting and notification of releases of certain materials that cause an emergency
condition. (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYFIELDSSB

400
Provides for penalties for violation of the Environmental Quality Act. (2/3-CA7s2.1(A)) (8/1/20)

ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPTFIELDSSB

401
Provides relative to an increase in the state minimum hourly wage.
(2/3-CA7s2.1(A)) (gov sig)

EMPLOYMENTPETERSONSB

402
Provides relative to submission of certain bids in public contracts. (8/1/20)

PUBLIC CONTRACTSFOILSB

403
Provides relative to the minimum age for the distribution, sale, purchase, or possession of tobacco
products, alternative nicotine products, or vapor products. (8/1/20)

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONSMILLS, FREDSB

404
Prohibits use of a hand-held telecommunications device by a person when operating a motor vehicle on
a public roadway. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESLUNEAUSB

405
Provides relative to collaborative practice agreements between advanced practice registered nurses and
licensed physicians or dentists. (8/1/20)

NURSESFOILSB

406
Provides for rural access to broadband high-speed Internet service.  (8/1/20)

TELECOMMUNICATIONSMIZELLSB
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407
Provides relative to the post-conviction veterans mentor program. (8/1/20)

CRIMINAL JUSTICEFOILSB

408
Provides relative to medical expenses paid in workers' compensation claims. (8/1/20)

LIABILITYTALBOTSB

409
Provides relative to the LSU National Champions special prestige license plate. (8/1/20)

MOTOR VEHICLESFOILSB

410
Provides for the boundaries of the Baton Rouge North Economic Development District. (gov sig)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSBARROWSB

411
Provides relative to the Bethany Convention Center Development District. (gov sig)

SPECIAL DISTRICTSBARROWSB

412
Provides relative to the practice of cosmetology. (8/1/20)

COSMETOLOGYBARROWSB

413
Provides for transfer of stationary weight enforcement to DOTD. (8/1/20)

WEIGHTS/MEASURESPRICESB

414
Provides relative to the authority of the Insurance Committee of the Assessors' Insurance Fund to
contract for group insurance. (8/1/20)

ASSESSORSFOILSB

415
Provides relative to fiscal administrators of political subdivisions. (gov sig)

FISCAL CONTROLSMIZELLSB

416
Provides relative to the New Orleans Public Belt Railroad. (gov sig)

LOCAL AGENCIESCARTER, TROYSB
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